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PLEASE:

RAISE QUESTIONS

MAKE COMMENTS
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A university-based research data management resource brings together 

state-of-the art technology with well-organized, highly trained, dedicated 

personnel to efficiently provide high-quality services to both individual 

investigators and to institutional entities: research centers, departments 

and schools.

To be effective, a modern data management system must also provide 

project management functionality.

Research Data Management Resource:

Mission
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• Software

– Data Capture

– Data Management

– Statistical Analysis 

– Connectivity

• Information Technology (IT)

– PCs and Servers 

– Local networks and Internet Access—the ‘Cloud’

– User Management: Authorization/Permission 

• Enterprise-Level Organization

– Procedures and protocols applied across projects

– Oversight and maintenance of multiple project databases

– Staffing: Responsibilities and communication

Data Management Resource: 

Components
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Basic Research IT Model : 

PC-based Computing Model: 

Backup
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Software and data files 

reside on PC
Server is 

primarily for 

backup



Competing IT Models: 

Server-based Computing Model: 

PC provides access 

to server drives and 

software
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Server houses all 

data, documents 

and most software

Instructions to server issued 

through server software 

seen on PC screen



• Server can be accessed remotely through VPN or 

through remote desktop

• Eliminates the need for transferring data from work to 

home computer

• No confusion about the most recent version--

only one ‘gold standard’ of any file 

• All authorized staff have access to files

• Minimizes data loss

– Server is backed up by automated IT procedures

– Accidentally deleted files are always retrievable

• Software is updated centrally

Advantages of the Server-based Model
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• Answer: The lines are blurred.  Mostly it’s a question of server location, 

administrative control and liability.

• Traditionally, server-based computing involves servers located at the 

institution, i.e. on campus, and maintained by local IT staff

• However,  many universities are now contracting to outside vendors for 

virtual server hosting

– The vendor assumes responsibility for breaches and guarantees uninterrupted 

service by maintaining all related hardware and connectivity

– The institution maintains administrative control of the server, including user 

authorization

• In some cases, a cloud-based vendor provides a specific service and 

maintains administrative control, e.g. Qualtrics         DropBox

– For us to use such services, Columbia requires a Business Associate 

Agreement (BAA) in which the vendor assumes liability for data breaches

FAQ: What’s the difference between 

cloud-based & server-based computing?
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• Relational data management software (RDMS) support multiple data types 

in which there are defined relationships between the tables

– Within each table, each record is uniquely identified by key variables, e.g. Subject ID and 

date; records with duplicate keys cannot be entered

• For research projects, an RDMS is recommended when the design requires

– Collection of multiple data types (e.g. demographics, clinical data)

– Data of the same type are captured at multiple points in time

– Data generated through multiple modalities (clinical data collected on paper, laboratory 

data provided periodically in Excel files) 

• An RDMS supports many types of relationships between tables

• However, 99% of research computing involves a very specific basic 

relationship: each record in each table is ‘owned’ by a research participant

– A database organized using this principle is referred to as a case-structured database

– Many research database applications (e.g. REDCap) assume such a structure

• Statistical software packages do not have RDMS characteristics

– ‘Key’ variables are not designated, duplicates are possible (even when not wanted)

– A statistical system file typically corresponds to one table in an RDMS, or represents a 

merge of multiple RDMS tables—often referred to as flat files

Systems: Software

Relational Data Management
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1) The management and storage of data is not an end in itself.

2) The ultimate goals of a research data management system are to:

a) facilitate scientific discovery, peer-reviewed publication and data 

sharing

b) to support the development of grant proposals 

3) Statistical analysis is required to achieve these goals

4) Therefore, research information must be ported from the data 

management/capture system to a statistical analysis system file, e.g.

5) To maximize efficiency and minimize error, it is critical to develop 

systems that transfer documentation as well as data to statistical 

system files.

Research Data Management Systems:

Guiding Principles
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• Variable attributes needed for transport to statistical system files

– Variable labels, e.g. for the variable SEX_S, the label ‘Sex of Subject’s Sibling’

– Value labels   (1= Male, 2= Female, 3=Transgender, 4=Other)

– Missing value indicators ( -1 = Not applicable,  -2=Refused,  -3= Don’t Know)

• The following widely used RDMS do NOT have the above attributes

– Microsoft SQL Server, Sybase, Oracle, Microsoft Access

– Programming can be developed to create the equivalent of these attributes, but this is time-

consuming because these attributes  are not inherent in the software itself

• Scientific Information Retrieval (SIR/XS) is an RDMS specifically designed 

for research, and fully supports variable labels, value labels and missing 

value designations

• SIR/XS also has built-in functions that automatically generate SPSS and 

SAS system files

– Variable labels, value labels and missing value designations are ported to SPSS and SAS 

along with the variable names and the actual data

– This means that SIR can deliver analytic-ready system files to investigators and statisticians

• The SIR/XS  bottom line: 

– reduced latency from data capture to publication

– Reduced likelihood of error, less reliance on external codebooks

What’s missing from most RDMS?
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Data Transfer Models
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Data 

Management 

System

Statistical 

Analysis 

System File

Excel 

or

CSV

Only data and column header (variable name) 

are transferred

Data 

Management 

System

Statistical 

Analysis 

System File

Variable names, value labels and missing 

value assignments are transferred



Analytic results without labeling

--interpretation requires codebook



With labeling
--no external codebook required!



• Research Electronic Data Capture

– Case-structured

– Many excellent features to support data and project management

– Missing value indicators ( -1 = Not applicable,  -2=Refused,  -3= Don’t Know)

• Qualtrics  

– Survey software—available to all CUMC investigators  
• Request an account by email: askcuit.columbia.edu

– Powerful set of data capture features

– But does not include relational capability

– Cannot link different surveys taken by the same person at different points in time

– Data linkage most be done externally after data download

• Scientific Web-based Information Management

• All of the above applications can generate SPSS or SAS system files with full labeling of variables 

and values (REDCap does not support user-defined missing values)

Data capture applications available at 

CUMC or through the DCC with

features similar to SIR/XS
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• Applications like REDCap, Qualtrics and SWIM are developed by a vendor 

or provider using an RDMS, but the application is not readily modified by 

the end user

– Not Open Source code

– Functionality needed for a particular project may not be available

• Examples: REDCap limitations:

– Tabular data entry screens 

– The ability to create user-defined ‘keys’, e.g. date-keyed adverse events

– Reporting—many reports must be developed outside of REDCap, using 

downloaded data

– Lack of control over variable names for check-all-that-apply fields

– Customization of main-menu to create desired look and feel

– Showing data from a previous time period when collecting follow-up data

• Working directly with a true RDMS like SIR/XS or SQL Server requires 

expertise, but allows for the creation of virtually any desired functionality, 

and the ability to meet unexpected needs

What’s the difference between an RDMS and 

data management ‘Application’ software
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• Complexity of the project design  

• # of data collection instruments 

• # of time points

• # of performance sites 

• Mode(s) of data collection

– Paper-based

– Direct entry

– Electronic data generated by laboratories or proprietary testing software

• Staff expertise and preferences

• Budget!

Is there a ‘best’ data management system?

No—the choice depends on:
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• Institutional Firewalls

• PC and Device Encryption

– Columbia Information Security Office (ISO) requires encryption of all devices

• Secure File Transfer

– Use secure File Transfer Protocol applications (sFTP)

– Avoid sending data files via email attachments whenever possible

– Use Winzip with password encryption

– Password-protect individual data files when possible: Excel, SPSS, PDF, Word

– Don’t use 3rd party file-sharing programs (e.g. DropBox, Box)

• Avoid databasing explicit subject identifiers

– Especially in web-based applications and multi-site projects!

– In most projects, names, addresses, phone #s can be stored separately

– Work on the assumption that it is possible to breach any system containing 

identifiable data, regardless of encryption or other security measures

Data Security
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Approved Cloud-based options—

Coming Soon to Columbia?
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/compliance/pdfs/Data_Storage_Transfer_Share_Options_6.pdf
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The DCC is an Information Security Office (ISO) Certified Data Center

Current ISO Risk Assessment ID:  4069



• SIR/XS centralized repository for all CCCEH cohort data

• Funded continuously since 1998

• DCC has managed data for 18 years

• Cohort of ~1,000 children followed from gestation through 

age 18 

• Over 50,000 variables

• Over 2.5 million data records

• Funding for cohort-based studies: MANMCH, Obesity, 

Neurodevelopment,TAPAS I, II, III, DISCOVER, BPA-GO, 

MRI, Sibling, EDC, U01 Breast Cancer

• Future plans: Farrell project will refresh cohort

Examples of DCC SIR/XS Customization

Columbia Center for Children’s Environmental Health 
(Director:  Frederica Perera, PhD)
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CCCEH Daily Database Entry: Overview
(e-mailed monthly to investigators & coordinators)
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Project Management: 

Participant Tracking and Scheduling

Jane Doe

Jane DoeParticipant list

Participant visit history

Keys

Names 

Redacted

Names 

Redacte

d



Customized Research Worker Summary 

Report

Participant IDs

Completion dates

Missed reason: see 

key

Missed reason key

Month due 

key

Visit due month
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Customized Reports: Visits Due 

All Participants
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CCCEH: 

Project Enrollment
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• Funded by AAA

• Enrollment target: 3,000 drivers age 65 and older 

• 5 sites: UC Denver, Bassett, Hopkins, U Michigan, UCSD

• Extensive physical and neuropsychological testing

• Medical records review, public driving, crash records 

review, medication documentation

• GPS devices installed in subject vehicles—monthly 

summaries generated for each driver

• Annual Follow-up evaluations

Examples of DCC SIR/XS Customization 

Longitudinal Studies of Aging Drivers

(PI: Guohua Li, MD, DrPH)
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LongROAD Cumulative Enrollment by 

Week Current Total as of  19 May 2016 = 1483
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Total enrolled last week: 38     Average enrolled,  last five weeks:   38   last 10 weeks:  41      last 20 

weeks:  38

Week 1:  Study Begins,  July 6, 2015



Main Navigational Screen

• Subject ID 159990 

selected

• Baseline interval selected

• Key showing the colors 

for completed, started & 

pending records



The numeric buttons 

indicate the number of 

records that exist for 

each questionnaire or 

form.
Clicking on a numeric 

button either creates a 

new record or allows 

the navigation to an 

existing record.



Completion Status

Colored buttons 

represent

• Green: Completed

• Light green: Started

• Grey: Pending or not 

started
Clicking any colored 

button brings up the 

Checklist



The numeric buttons 

indicate the number of 

records that exist for 

each questionnaire or 

form.
Clicking on a numeric 

button either creates a 

new record or allows 

the navigation to an 

existing record.



Examples of DCC SIR/XS Data Systems

Weill-Cornell Growth Study:

A Multi-Site Study of Crohn’s Disease
(PI: Neera Gupta, MD)
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How is the DCC funded?

• DCC staff, IT and software infrastructure 
and supplies are funded largely through 
budgeted items in the grants for which the 
DCC provides services, and IDIs

Columbia University Data Coordinating Center (DCC)
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Who does the DCC Serve?

• At any given time, the DCC provides data 
coordination and project management 
services to 30-40 funded studies

• The DCC also provides pro bono services 
for junior faculty and pilot studies

• Services are provided to investigators and 
centers conducting health-related research 
at CUMC and other institutions

Columbia University Data Coordinating Center (DCC)
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Major long-term projects 

supported by the DCC

• Since 1989: Columbia University Alzheimer’s Disease 
Research Center (PIs:  M Shelanski,  S Small)

• Since 1989: Washington Heights-Inwood Columbia 
Aging Project (PI: R Mayeux)

• Since 1998: Columbia Center for Children’s 
Environmental Health (PI: FP Perera)

• Since 1998: HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral 
Research (PI: A Ehrhardt, R Remien)

Columbia University Data Coordinating Center (DCC)
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Ongoing MSPH projects supported 

by the DCC

• Genomics of Schizophrenia in the South Africa 
Xhosa (E Susser)

• Regional Network for Mental Health Research in 
Latin America (E Susser)

• Longitudinal Research on Aging Drivers

(G Li)

• Pregnancy and Prenatal PAHs and Other 
Environmental Exposures and Breast Cancer 

(MB Terry)

Columbia University Data Coordinating Center (DCC)
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Enterprise level management:

DCC’s ‘Database of databases’
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Enterprise-level reporting:

Overseeing DCC-managed projects
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Sustainability and Stability
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• Funding: Sustainability is achieved through 

ongoing institutional support and/or concurrent 

funding from multiple projects

• Data systems: Maintaining and archiving—the 

ability to store data, documentation, syntax over 

long periods of time—institutional memory 

• Staffing: Hiring and retaining a cohort of expert 

staff and encouraging the view that data 

management is a profession and a good career 

choice



Lori Hoepner

Ming Feng

David Merle

Chandresh Shah 

Tom Shriver

Milagros Ventura 

Bianca Williams

Angie Garcia 

Greg Neils                                                                               

Peter Cross

Tejal Shah

Ashish Mehta

Howard Andrews 

Team DCC
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To discuss your project, center or departmental 

data management needs
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• Take a short survey : 

– https://redcap.nyspi.org/surveys/?s=YECYXYLLKW

• Contact Howard Andrews or David Merle directly:

– hfa1@columbia.edu

– merleda@nyspi.columbia.edu

• Visit us: MSPH, 2nd floor, DCC suite:  rooms 231-240

https://redcap.nyspi.org/surveys/?s=YECYXYLLKW
mailto:hfa1@columbia.edu
mailto:merleda@nyspi.columbia.edu


THANK YOU!
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